
 
BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MEETING 

 
THURSDAY, MARCH 14TH, 2019 - AGENDA 

3:00 PM 
 

Harrigan Centennial Hall, 330 Harbor Dr. - Meeting Room #5 
 

 
Regular Meeting       3:00 PM 
 
 Item         Action 

 
A. Call to Order       Acknowledge  
       
B. Roll Call        Acknowledge 

 
C. Review of Minutes       Motion to Approve 

  
FEBRUARY 27TH, 2019 

 
D. Correspondence & Other Information    Acknowledge/Questions 

 
E. Changes/Additions/Deletions to Agenda    Change/Add/Delete 

 
F. Reports 
 
G. Persons To Be Heard 

 
H. Unfinished Business    

 
1. Raw Water Infrastructure Discussion   Discussion/Recommendation 
2. Delta Western User Agreement    Discussion/Recommendation 

 
 

 
I. New Business 

  
    
J. Adjournment 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION POTENTIAL  
 

 
The Mission  

 
It is the mission of the Gary Paxton Industrial Park Board and management, by direction of the 

Sitka Assembly, to strategically develop the park in a fiscally responsible manner that maximizes its 
economic benefit to the community through creation of meaningful jobs in conformance with 

established community plans and policies. 
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Gary Paxton Industrial Park – Board of Directors Meeting 
February 27, 2019 3:00pm – Harrigan Centennial Hall 

GPIP – DRAFT MINUTES 
 
 

A. CALL TO ORDER:  The Chair called the meeting to order at 3:02pm 
 
B. ROLL CALL 
 
Members Present:   Scott Wager, Wayne Unger, Sheila Finkenbinder, Vaughn Morrison  
 
City Representatives: Keith Brady, Brian Hanson, Kevin Mosher, Richard Wein, Steven Weatherman 
 
Others Present: Lee Hanson (Hanson Maritime), Steve Reifenstuhl (NSRAA), Tim Eddy (PNW 

Civil), Eric Van Cise, Brian Beall, Nancy Davis, Garry White, Sarah Nelson.   
Members of the public.  

 
C. Review of Minutes – January 29, 2019  
 
MOTION: M/S Unger/Finkenbinder moved to accept the minutes of January 29, 2019. 
ACTION: Motion PASSED 4/0 on a voice vote. 
 
D.  Correspondence & Other Information – Email from Dan Jones to be read under persons to be 

heard and comments on agenda items.     
 

E.  Changes/Additions/Deletions to Agenda – None   
    

F. Reports – Mr. White reviewed the GPIP Action Item Report.  Mr. White received an approved  
lease from legal for PNW Civil, hoping to start it March 1, 2019.  Financial report received today.  
 

G. Persons to Be Heard – Mr. Wagner read the email from Dan Jones:  
“As the board is aware, after last month’s meeting we received correspondence from a member of the 
public who had attended, who was not happy with the conduct of the Bulk Water item, singling me out by 
name for “interrupting and shouting down” the two speakers.  Having given the correspondence some 
amount of thought, I would like to say two things about my conduct, and one thing about the Bulk Water 
topic in general. 
 
When we have telephone participants in our meetings, I try to be sure that I speak loudly enough so that 
the person(s) on the phone can hear, and I have always felt that it is appropriate to ask questions during 
a presentation- in the interest of better understanding for myself, the board, and any members of the 
public who are there.  Thinking back on it- I probably should have asked Mr. Carson (on the phone) about 
my speaking volume and reduced volume if it was possible.  I suppose that I also could have held my 
questions until the end of the presentation, but I didn’t.  
  
So- my perception was that I was participating reasonably in the Bulk Water item.  However, my actions 
led a member of the public to perceive that I was not being responsible, that I was interrupting and 
shouting down the presenters.  Since it was my actions that led to that perception, the fault is 
mine.  Therefore, I offer my sincere apology- to the member of the public who commented, to the public in 
general, to the board and our staff, to the presenters, and to the other City and Borough staff who were 
present.  I will continue to give this issue additional thought, and hope to do better in the future. 
  

Item C
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Regarding the Bulk Water topic generally- I do not apologize for either my questions or comments at the 
meeting.  I am comfortable that I was doing my job as a member of the board- protecting the Park’s Bulk 
Water resource against what I continue to see as an attempt by another Enterprise Fund to take away 
that resource without cause, without payment, and potentially at a large cost to the park.” 
   
H.  Unfinished Business 

1.  GPIP Access Ramp Project Phase Dev.  
PND Engineering provided estimates for the phases of the ramp.  Two conceptual drawings and 
two cost estimates at $6.8 and $6.1 million to complete.  GPIP Board prioritized the phases to 
complete the ramp project.   

1. EPA water treatment 
2. Water collection 
3. Improve ramp with concrete 
4. Upland improvements 
5. Timber float 
6. Infrastructure to haul a vessel  

Northline Seafoods made a partial ramp to haul their barge.  Potential demand to haul barges at 
the park.   
Steven Weatherman – Public Works Senior Engineer.  Discussed components to deal with 
including environmental facility, temporary wash down facility, gravel ramp extension, concrete 
surface, timber float, permanent wash down facility, upland development, and equipment to haul 
and place boats.   
Putting together cost estimates and performance standards for each phase.  Project originally 
had $40,000, requesting an additional $21,960 to complete the design phases.  
Discussion about how selling the utility dock will affect the ramp and rounding the amount 
requested to $22,000.  This concept drawing moves the ramp further north into the bay, away 
from the utility dock. 
 

MOTION: M/S Finkenbinder/Unger moved to approve an additional $22,000 for a detailed  
analysis for each of the 7 phases of the Access Ramp Project.   

ACTION: Motion PASSED 4/0 on a voice vote. 
 
2.  Utility Dock RFP/Hanson Maritime Proposal 
Mr. White reviewed the RFP for the utility dock.  Hanson Maritime was the only proposal and was 
selected by the board.   
Discussion about terms of the lease, boundary issues, and how the utility dock relates to the deep 
water dock and access ramp.  
Steven Weatherman reviewed the letter from PND, the map of the area, and placement of 
dolphins.  Easement issues discussed. 
Mr. Lee Hanson addressed the board.  His intention was for ½ of the area between the docks.  
He is ok with 10 feet on each side of the dock.  60 feet is the max size barge that can be tied up 
there.  If the tidelands are too small it will limit his use of the dock.  His current barge is 34 feet 
and his tug is 20 feet.  He recommended using a round sheet pile dolphin that can be loaded from 
any direction.  He would be happy to see a ship there.  He is not interested in leasing the 
tidelands, the utility dock will be expensive to fix.   
Discussion about what happens if both docks are being used at the same time as to who trumps 
who with both docks and the access ramp, easement issues, and types of dolphins.  The goal is 
to structure something that will work for everyone.  Risk vs. reward – what is in our hand now and 
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what is possible in the future.  It is a process:  boundaries need to be drawn around the dock and 
tidelands, take suggestion to the Assembly, if they approve the sale, surveyors will go out to 
survey and record a plat, then it will go to planning & zoning to make the change to the plat.  
Mr. Brian Hanson (city attorney) recommended hiring a professional to write the agreement.  
Language is very important to protect Hanson Maritime and the City for future use.  Make sure all 
issues and conflicts are resolved in the sale agreement.   
Discussion about tidelands and how they work in other areas.  The benefit to owning is that Mr. 
Hanson can use them at any time and no one can take his spot.  If a large ship comes in he may 
have to vacate.  Access will be lost when a ship is there, the lines will go across his tidelands.  It 
should all be included in the agreement.  Secure area if a cruise ship is there.   
Suggestion to reach out to Juneau ports & harbors to see their operating plan and how their 
agreements are written.   
 

MOTION: M/S Finkenbinder/Morrison moved to sell the dock to Hanson Maritime with 10 feet of 
tidelands on each side and 60 feet tidelands in front.  With a budget of up to $20,000 to 
hire an outside attorney to write the purchase agreement to address potential easement 
language and language to allow all parties to work together.    

ACTION: Motion PASSED 4/0 on a voice vote. 
 
 Appeal condemnation letter had been drafted and signed.  The CBS is in the process of 
scheduling an appeal meeting with Assembly. 

 
3.  Memo to Assembly regarding GPIP water delivery 
Mr. Wagner read the memo from Dan Jones, GPIP board vice-chair, regarding management of 
water.  GPIP board handle industrial water rights.   
“Although this memo was my idea, and I wrote the first draft, I expected to see it be proposed to 
the board to go out “From” Scott Wagner as Chair.  I think I understand the reason that it is set up 
as from me through Scott- because of the possibility of conflict of interest objections due to 
Scott’s employment with NSRAA.  With that in mind, may I suggest that rather than “Board 
Member”, I be identified with my title of Vice-Chair?” 
 

MOTION: M/S Unger/Finkenbinder moved to submit the memo to the Assembly.     
 Discussion:  Potential Assembly meeting on March 21 to go over bulk water study. 

Unger/Finkenbinder amend the motion to include someone from the GPIP board to attend the 
Assembly meeting.  The board recommended Scott Wagner attend.   

ACTION: Motion PASSED 3/0 on a voice vote. Scott Wagner recused. 
 

4.  Bulk Water Infrastructure 
Mr. White recommended the board members to read the 10 studies on the City electric 
department website and discuss any concerns. 
SEDA has been marketing the water in good faith, now CBS cannot delivery water due to Blue 
Lake Dam Expansion.  Mr. White’s integrity is on the line by marketing a product that can’t be 
delivered. 
GPIP board members agree that it needs to be fixed soon.  Develop a plan to move forward.  
Contact Paul Carson and ask him to answer questions at the next board meeting, before the 
March 21 meeting.  The GPIP board should have a recommendation to bring to the Assembly to 
consider. 
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Discussion about how the money was spent that was supposed to fix the bulk water system.  The 
study doesn’t answer the questions about how to deliver bulk water at the full industrial amount 
with current infrastructure.  Can the existing system work?  Is it safe?  Are we going to market 
bulk water anymore?  We had the ability to deliver bulk water before the dam was raised.  Either 
fix it or give up on bulk water.   
Board members will read the reports before the next meeting and have questions ready for Paul 
Carson. 
Dr. Wein discussed issues with how the project is being managed.  Clear direction has to be 
made by the Assembly and Assembly members need to be educated.   
Get something from the GPIP board that is very simple, a drawing, a timeline of the history, a 
power point.  Bring questions that need to be answered.  Keep it simple.   
Members of the public found it interesting to find out about the valve.  People have invested in 
this project.  Potential to make a lot of money.   
Questions about modifying the website to take off water for sale.  That is a question for the 
Assembly.  Wait until after next meeting to make any changes.   
Mr. Wagner read the statement from Dan Jones: 
“With regard to the three action bullets: 

•         I believe we must consider constructing one of the two alternative upgrades to our bulk 
water system presented in the McMillen Jacobs Associates report.  I recommend that, as a 
starting place, the board direct the Director to hire Paul Carson of Currents Consulting to attend 
the next meeting by phone and provide a thorough explanation of the two upgrades, including 
pros and cons. 
•         The Director has already negotiated an appropriate location for low volume water loading 
near the meter shack within the Park.  There is no good reason to change it. 
•         If the Assembly agrees to keep Industrial/Bulk water management under the Park (per the 
proposed H. 3. Memo)- this question goes away.” 

 
 
5.  Eckert Fine Beverages Water Delivery 
Mr. White reviewed the timeline.   
Agreement of location for water delivery.  Contract agreed on and approved by Assembly.  Eckert 
would design and construct the water delivery system which would become the property of the 
City of Sitka.  City would be responsible for maintenance and repair of the system after it is put in.  
Eckert will get a water credit for the cost to put in the water delivery system.   
Last September and October they filled 330 gallon totes.  They are making vodka (Raincane) with 
our water.  They are ready to move forward.  The location is in question. 
City would like them to take the water out of the after bay.  This will be 2 to 5 years.   
Their consumption after 5 years is 500,000 gallons.   
Water is more valuable than electricity.  The need can be balanced in the future.  The board 
would like to move forward with this.  It has already been decided and approved.  Engineers will 
deal with the issue of the valve system possibly freezing.  NSRAA will provide water until their 
infrastructure is built. 
Mr. Wagner read the statement from Dan Jones: 
“I don’t see this item as necessary.  We have previously told the Assembly that we will sell water 
to the Eckerts, and they agreed.  The Assembly needn’t be bothered with the details- that is what 
they have us for.” 
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Mr. Brady stated that he would work with his staff and Eckert to allow the project to move forward 
as discussed by Board and terms approved by Assembly.  He does not need further Assembly 
direction. 

     
 
I.  New Business  

Request to swap item 1 and item 2, no objection. 
 
 2.  2020 GPIP Enterprise Fund Budget Adjustment 

No adjustment needed.   
 
1.  PNW Civil Inc. Lot 7 Lease Request 
Lot 7 has been leased to O’Brien & Son.  Personal issues happened and they stopped paying 
their lease for about 8 months.   
Their lease was for 1 year with the ability to extend, they did not provide anything to extend their 
lease.  Their lease expires tomorrow, February 28, 2019.  Because they have not paid their lease 
is forfeited.  PNW would like to lease lot 7, to continue to mine the rock, and leave a flat, level lot. 
Mr. White reviewed the history of the rock and how it ended up in the park.  A concrete slab is 
under the rock.   
Discussion about rock in the park, how much rock is at the park, and when it will be removed from 
the park.   
Suggestion to make a month to month lease for lot 7.  The rock is a mixed bag and has little value 
as it currently sits and our benefit is that we will get a level lot.  Concrete structure will stay on the 
lot.   
Mr. Eddy informed the board that it is more work than he initially expected.  Processing the rock 
has a cost, leasing the lot will cost him.  He anticipates completion by mid-summer and does not 
want to tie up lot 7 after it is level.   
 

MOTION: M/S Unger/Finkenbinder moved to approve a month to month lease for Lot 7 to PNW 
Civil, Inc. for the market rate of $1,109.67.  With all terms presented in his February 14, 
2019 letter of intent.     

ACTION: Motion PASSED 3/0 on a voice vote.  Scott Wagner abstained. 
  
J.  Adjournment:  Meeting adjourned at 5:26pm. 
 



Item D



 
Tuesday, March 12, 2019 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  Gary Paxton Industrial Park (GPIP) Board of Directors 
 
From:  Garry White, Director 
 
Subject: Delta Western Proposal Discussion 
 
Introduction 
Delta Western Petroleum Inc., a petroleum fuel provider, is requesting place two FireGuard 
Double Wall fuel tanks on the GPIP Dock with a single dispensing system for fleet use. Tanks 
would be filled with marine diesel fuel & should have minimal impact on any hot work being 
performed on the dock. See attached image for proposed layout. 
 
Delta Western is proposing a user agreement to allow the placement of the tanks and outline 
rules, regs., and fee structure. 
 
Additional Information 

• The current Port of Sitka Tariff Wharfage rate schedule lists the rate for moving fuel 
across the dock at $1.67/barrel of fuel or 42 gallons ($0.039/gallon).   
 

• The GPIP Director has discussed fuel sale venture with the USCG.  Delta Western will be 
required to establish a Facility Security Plan (FSP) with the USCG to allow fuel to be 
sold.  The FSP is a security sensitive information document and will not be allowed to be 
viewed by the CBS, but will be required via the user agreement. 
 

• Delta Western has provided a copy of their spill response plan. 
 
 

Action 
• GPIP Board discussion and recommendations regarding Delta Western’s proposal. 

329 Harbor Drive, Suite 212 
Sitka, AK 99835 
Phone: 907-747-2660 
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DOCK USE AGREEMENT 

This Dock Use Agreement is dated _________ __, 2019 (this “Agreement”) and is by 
and between Delta Western, LLC, a Washington limited liability company (“Delta Western”) 
and the [City and Borough of Sitka] (“Sitka”). 

RECITALS 

 WHEREAS, Sitka owns the Gary Paxton Industrial Park, which is known as the Gpip 
facility, on which is located a deep water dock as further shown on Exhibit A attached hereto (the 
“Dock”); and 

 WHEREAS, Sitka desires to allow, and Delta Western desires to use, the 300 square feet 
of the southeast portion of the Dock (the “Use Premises”);  

 NOW THEREFORE, the parties hereto, in consideration of the mutual promises and 
covenants contained herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 
sufficiency are hereby acknowledged, agree as follows: 

1. Installation of Fueling Dispensers and Tanks.  Sitka hereby grants Delta Western 
the right to install and maintain one (1) fuel dispenser, two (2) 5,000 double wall fuel tanks (the 
“Tanks”), and the other equipment listed on Exhibit B attached hereto (collectively, the 
“Equipment”) on the Use Premises, as depicted on Exhibit A attached hereto.  Title to the 
Equipment shall remain with Delta Western.   

2. Single-Use; Exclusive Use.  Sitka grants Delta Western the right to use the Use 
Premises to install the Equipment, to store petroleum products in the Tanks, and to operate its 
business of receiving, storing, distributing and transporting and selling petroleum products.  
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, during the Term (as defined herein), Delta 
Western agrees and acknowledges that it shall sell fuel from the Equipment at the Dock exclusively 
to Silver Bay Seafoods LLC.  Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, during the 
Term, Sitka agrees and acknowledges that it shall not permit any party other than Silver Bay 
Seafoods LLC to purchase fuel from the Equipment at the Docks. 

3. Term; Termination.  The term of this Agreement shall commence on the date first 
set forth above and continue on a month-to-month basis until such time as it is terminated by either 
party (the “Term”).  To terminate this Agreement, either Delta Western or Sitka must provide 
written notice to the other party at least thirty (30) days prior to the date on which this Agreement 
shall terminate. 

4. Fees.  As consideration for this Agreement, Delta Western shall pay Sitka a monthly 
fee of $416.67 per month (the “Monthly Fee”).  Each calendar month, Delta Western shall pay to 
Sitka a throughput fee in an amount equal to $.0397 per gallon dispensed from the Tanks in excess 
of 10,495 gallons (the “Throughput Fee”).  By way of example only, if Delta Western dispensed 
11,000 gallons from the Tanks during the month of February, Delta Western would owe Sitka a 
Throughput Fee of $20.0485 (i.e., 505 multiplied by $.0397).  The Throughput Fee, if any, and the 
Monthly Fee will be payable by Delta Western within thirty (30) days of the end of each calendar 
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month.  Delta Western will provide to Sitka reasonable supporting documentation showing the 
calculation of the Throughput Fee.   

5. Priority Access.  Sitka agrees and acknowledges that Delta Western shall have 
priority access to the Use Premises, after providing Sitka with 4 hours advance notice of a delivery 
to the Equipment.  Delta Western agrees and acknowledges that its vessels shall be promptly 
removed from the Dock after delivery of petroleum products to the Equipment.   

6. Real Property Taxes and Insurance.  Sitka shall pay to the public authorities charged 
with the collection thereof, promptly as the same becomes due and payable, all real property taxes, 
assessments general and special, permits, inspections fee and license fees and other public charges 
whether of like or different nature, levied upon or assessed against the Dock or the Use Premises. 

7. Insurance.  Delta Western shall procure and maintain at its sole cost and expense, 
throughout the Term, insurance on its fueling operations and tangible improvements related to its 
fueling operations as follows:  

 a.  Commercial/General Liability: With minimum limits of $2,000,000 per 
occurrence and $5,000,000 endorsed to include broad form contractual liability coverage, bodily 
injury, and property damage.     

 b.  Environmental/Pollution Insurance:  including coverage for clean-up and 
remediation with limits not less than those required by applicable law or $5,000,000 per occurrence 
whichever is greater.    

 c.   Workers Compensation Insurance and Employers Liability:  upon its employees 
extended to include applicable state workers compensation acts, with statutory limits for workers 
compensation and minimum limits of $2,000,000 per occurrence for employer’s liability. 

8. Compliance with Law.  Delta Western and Sitka shall each comply with, and abide 
by, all federal, state, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, ordinances, rules, 
regulations and court orders, affecting the Use Premises or any activity on the Use Premises.  In 
furtherance, and not in limitation of the foregoing, Delta Western and Sitka shall each comply 
with, and abide by, all federal, state, municipal and other governmental statutes, laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and court orders relating to health, safety, noise, environmental protection, waste 
disposal, hazardous or toxic materials and substances, and water and air quality.   

9. Encumbrances.  Sitka shall not allow any liens or encumbrances to be filed against 
the Use Premises; in the event of filing of a lien or encumbrance Lessor will promptly take such 
action as may be required to remove the lien or encumbrance, including, without limitation, 
obtaining a bond, if required.   

10. Operation; Maintenance.  The Dock is operated by, and is the sole responsibility 
of, Sitka.  The Equipment is operated by, and is the sole responsibility of, Delta Western.  The 
maintenance of the Dock shall be performed by, and at the risk of Sitka, and shall be performed in 
a professional and workmanlike manner. The maintenance of the Equipment shall be performed 
by, and at the risk of Delta Western, and shall be performed in a professional and workmanlike 
manner.  
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11. Power to Make Changes.  Delta Western shall have the right to replace, remove, or 
modify the Equipment.  Delta Western shall give written notice of any proposed alterations.  Upon 
the end of the Term, Delta Western shall remove the Equipment from the Use Premises.   

12. No partnership or joint venture.  Nothing hereby shall be deemed or construed by 
the parties hereto, nor any third party, as creating or authorizing the creation of a partnership or 
joint venture between Delta Western and Sitka.   

13. Limitation of Liability.  IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE 
TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF PROFIT OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION. 

14. Authority.  Delta Western and Sitka each warrant and represent to one another that 
this Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of that party.  Without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, each party represents that its governing board has authorized the 
execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement by it.  The individuals executing this 
Agreement warrant that they have full authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of the entity 
for whom they purport to be acting.  Each party represents to the other that neither the execution 
and the delivery of this Agreement, nor the consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby 
will: (i) violate or conflict with any constitution, statute, regulation, rule, injunction, judgment, 
order, decree, ruling, charge, or other restriction of any government, government agency or court 
to which it is subject or any provision of its charter or bylaws; or (ii) conflict with, result in a 
breach or constitute a default under any other agreement to which it is a party or by which it is 
bound.  Neither party needs to give any notice to, make any filing with, or obtain the consent of 
any party to consummate the transaction contemplated by this Agreement. 

15. Notice.  Any notices required in accordance with any of the provisions herein may 
be personally delivered or, if mailed, shall be sent by overnight mail with delivery receipt or by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to Lessor at 100 Lincoln Street, Sitka, Alaska 
99835,  Attention: _____________, or at such other address as Lessor may in writing direct; and 
addressed to Lessee at 420 L Street, Suite 101, Anchorage, Alaska 99501,  Attention President, or 
at such other address as Lessee may in writing direct.   Notices sent by certified mail shall be 
deemed received five (5) days after they have been placed in the United States mail, postage paid. 

16. Survival.  Any covenant or condition set forth in this Lease, which, by its nature 
or by its terms, is to survive the expiration or termination of this Lease, shall survive the 
expiration or earlier termination of this Lease and shall remain fully enforceable thereafter. 

17. Amendment and Modification: no amendment, modification, deletion, addition or 
novation of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is completely and unambiguously contained 
in a writing and executed by all the parties to this Agreement.  No failure on the part of either party 
to enforce any covenant or provision of this Agreement, and no waiver of any right under this 
Agreement by either party, unless in writing and signed by the parties sought to be bound, shall 
discharge or invalidate such covenants or provisions or affect the right of such party to enforce the 
same. 
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18. Government law, entire agreement, and severability: This Agreement shall be 
governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the state of Alaska. This Agreement, 
together with all recitals, exhibits and schedules (all of which are incorporated herein by this 
reference) contain the entire agreement and understanding concerning this subject matter and 
contains the entire agreement and understanding concerning this subject matter within the parties 
and supersedes any other agreement or understanding between the parties related to this subject 
matter. If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held to void, violated, invalid, or in operative, 
no other provision of this Agreement shall be affected, and the remaining provisions of this 
Agreement shall remain in force and effect. 

19. Attorney’s fees and legal costs.  All legal costs and attorney fees incurred by any 
party to this Agreement to enforce any duties or obligations of the other party under this 
Agreement shall be paid to the prevailing party by the other party. 

Signature Page Follows 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Dock Use Agreement has been signed by the duly 
authorized representatives of Delta Western and Sitka as of the Effective Date. 

 

[CITY AND BOROUGHT OF SITKA]      Delta Western, LLC 

       

 

By: ____________________   By: _______________________________ 
Name:      Name:  
Its:      Its:  
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

 

 
STATE OF ALASKA ) 
 ) ss. 
________ JUDICIAL DISTRICT  ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on _____________, 2019 by 
_______________________, the __________________ of [_____________________]. 
 

 
(Seal or stamp) 

 
  
Printed Name:   
Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska, 

 My appointment expires   
 

STATE OF ALASKA ) 
 ) ss. 
________ JUDICIAL DISTRICT  ) 
 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on _____________, 2019 by 
_______________________, the __________________ of DELTA WESTERN, LLC, a 
Washington limited liability company, on behalf of the limited liability company. 

 
(Seal or stamp) 

 
  
Printed Name:   
Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska, 

 My appointment expires   
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Exhibit A 

Dock Map 

[TBA] 
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Exhibit B 

Equipment 

2, 5,000 Gallon Double Wall Tanks 

Blackmer Pump 

Access Controller 

LC M5 Meter 

100' 1 1/4" Hose 

290 Series Nozzle 

Spill Response Tote 

Hose Hanger Pedestal 

Piping from tanks to pedestal 
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